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SINGLE IONIZATION OF He BY HIGH-ENERGY
PROTON AND ANTIPROTON. A QED APPROACH
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We have investigated single ionization of He by fast proton and antipro-
ton using a QED approach. A field theoretical calculation gives the total
cross-section of He in single ionization, from which it is seen that the pro-
jectile p+ or p– gives almost the same values of cross-section. We have also
compared our results with other theoretical and experimental results avail-
able in this context yet. Behaviour of the cross-section at a lower spectrum
of projectile energy is discussed.

PACS numbers: 34.80.Dp, 82.30.Fi

1. Introduction

A QED approach is previously applied in many atomic collision problems
by the first author (Bhattacharyya) and her group [1-4]. In this paper we have
studied the phenomenon of single ionization (SI) of He by proton (p+) and an-
tiproton (p- ) from the quantum electrodynamic [5] point of view. The reaction
under consideration

p+ (p- ) + He → p+ (p- ) -I- He+ -+ e- 	(1)
can be represented by the second order Feynman diagram [6] with one virtual
photon exchange between the projectile and one of the bound electrons [7].

Single ionization (SI) is previously calculated by Voitkiv [8] due to soft col-
lisions of fast highly charged ions with H, He atoms. Reading, Bronk, and Ford [9]
discussed electron-electron correlation in ionization of He by high-energy p+ and
p- . Ford and Reading [10] used the forced impulse method (FIM) to calculate SI
and double ionization (DI) of He by high-energy proton and antiproton. Fainstein
et al. [11] used continuum distorted wave eikonal initial state model to study SI of
He by p+, p- , He2+, and Li3+. Shah and Gilbody [12] measured SI of He by pro-
ton. Hvelfund et al. [13] have done the same with antiproton. Anderson et al. [14]
have obtained the resuls on SI both experimentally and theoretically. Ben-Itzhak
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et al. [15] have measured SI cross-section of H and He by proton and antipro-
ton. However, the experimental results and theoretical calculations differ among
themselves. Since the study of single ionization of a two-electron target has not
been yet completed we like to apply a field theoretic approach to calculate the
cross-section for reaction (1). Recently the field theoretic technique has been suc-
cessfully applied to explain the bound state problems like ionization—excitation [2],
charge transfer [3], photoionization [1], etc. We are tempted to use the technique
on SI in this paper. The present result is compared with the existing theoretical
and experimental results. For projectile energy above 1 MeV fair agreement is
obtained.

2. Mathematical formulation

We have computed the second order S-matrix for SI of He by proton and an-
tiproton in the energy range of 0.1 to 2 MeV. At such high energies the interaction
time is much shorter than the orbital rotation time. The high-energy projectile
interacts with the electron cloud of the He atom ejecting one of the electrons and
leaving behind He+ in the ground state. The phenomenon is, like scattering of
an electron by a charged projectile, due to the interaction between a localized
electron and a high-energy projectile. The Mott scattering diagram of Feynman
(Fig. 1) is the nearest approach to such a phenomenon of SI in the QED model.
Although we restrict ourselves to the second order S-matrix corresponding to the
lowest order perturbation theory with regard to radiation field (one virtual photon
exchange), we can obtain results accurate to all orders in Coulomb coupling by
a suitable choice of the wave functions. The Sommerfeld—Maue relativistic wave
function is well suited to describe the incoming distorted wave projectile. To esti-
mate the effect of this additional Coulomb coupling over the second order S-matrix

Fig. 1. Feynman diagram for single ionization of He. Z is the projectile charge, e-b
and e— represent bound and ionized electrons, respectively. Wavy line and broken line
represent virtual and Coulomb photon exchanges, respectively.
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particle-radiation-field coupling we can multiply the cross-section by the Sommer-
feld factor [3].

2.1. Interaction terms

To calculate the single ionization cross-section we define the following terms:
Let p(p0, p) and p' (p'0 , p') be the four-momenta (Fig. 1) of the projectile before and
after interaction, respectively. b 1 (b10 , 0) and b2(ó20, 0) be the four-momenta of the
two target electrons. The four-momenta of the ionized electron after ionization
is pi (P10, pi ), while that of the second bound electron will remain the same as
b2(b20,0)•

The S-matrix SS' for SI is obtained in a similar way as done in [3] for the
shake-up (SU) term Ss,,. The difference between SU and SI is that the second
electron at r2 in the former case gets excited (see Eq. (3a) of [3]) while in the later
case that electron remains in the ground state. Eventually the interaction term
SS' from the Feynman diagram (Fig. 1) is

[Jv(p, p')],. is the projectile four-current at r; [Jµ (pi, bi)]r1 is the four-current at
r1 with the initial bound-electron line and the final free-electron line (Fig. 1);
D(r — r1) is the virtual photon propagator between the projectile and one of
the target electrons. Necessary expressions [3] for these terms are shown in the
Appendix (Al—A4).

Let 100 and If  be the state vectors for the interacting system of particles
in the initial and in the final states, respectively. Taking ϕi(x, y, R) as the solution
of the Schrodinger equation for the interacting system in the initial state and

ϕf(x, y, R)as that for the final state, andC'sand α's as the annihilation operators
for the projectile and electron, respectively, the state vectors become [3]

L0 and Ló represent the energy components of the centre-of-mass (CM) of four-
-momenta L(L 0 , L) and L' respectively; R0 is the time component of the
four-coordinate R(R0, R) of the CM. Let r1, r2 be the space coordinates of the
two bound electrons and R be the coordinate of the CM of the He atom from an
arbitrary origin. In the CM and relative coordinates, the unperturbed solution of
the Schrodinger equation for He atom is

where

0 18 2(x, y) — the correlated wave function [19] of the He atom in the ground state
is given in the Appendix Eq. (A5).
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For fast collision, under consideration, with high-energy projectile, the mo-
mentum transfer is usually small and the projectile trajectory hardly deviates from
the projectile beam direction. Eventually, the SI is dominated by low energy ejected
electrons. The final wave function of the interacting system of He+ and the ionized
electron is given by

where

FC(p i ) is the Coulomb distortion factor (A6) to the plane wave of the ejected
electron, 0(x) and 0(y) are the wave functions of the bound electron in the He+
state as given in Eq. (A7).

2.2. The ampltude

The amplitude MSI is obtained after operating the interaction term SSI be-
tween the initial state M) and the final state │ψf)

After some lengthy calculations as shown in the Appendix (A8—A10) the amplitude
becomes

The overlap integral

Writing Ii" = (1/4(2πe2 m/Ip1
1
)1 / 2 and the recoil momentum K= p' — p— pl ,

the overlap integral (Al2) becomes

where

2.3. Total cross-section

The phase space for SI and the incident flux are respectively d 3p'd3p1/(2π) 6
and M/ I pl , and writing the amplitude MS' = M Zfithe total cross-section for single
ionization becomes
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where from (A9)

Using the energy and momentum conservation law the four-momentum transfer is

Using (A13, A14), and after integrating the momentum delta function over d3p'
the cross-section (13) becomes

3. Results and discussions

The cross-section is computed for the projectile energy range of 0.1 to 2 Mev.
At such high-energy collisions the interaction time is much shorter than the or-
bital rotation time, and the bound electron behaves like a free particle relative
to the projectile. The Feynman diagram is the same as that for the usual Mott
scattering diagram between two charged particles. The bound character of the
initial electron comes through its wave function. In the present computation the
recoil of the target is negligible and the high-energy projectile moves almost in
the forward direction with little loss of momentum. The maximum contribution
to the cross-section comes from the electrons ejected with the energy E l such that
0 < E1 < ε1s. As the recoil momentum K becomes negligible, the overlap integral
I (12) becomes independent of the projectile velocity but depends inversely on the
square root of the ejected electron velocity. Further when the projectile kinetic
energy is less than its rest mass, the factor C2 (All, A15) containing the trace
part IT3T112 and the normalization factor DeDz becomes a c-number. As such the
single ionization cross-section (15) varies inversely with the projectile momentum,
contributed by the incident flux. Thus the single ionization cross-section decreases
with the increase in the projectile energy. The present result compares well with
the experimental data and other theoretical predictions (Table) for the projectile
energy range from 0.5 MeV onwards. From (15) we find that the cross-section σSI
carries a square of the projectile charge. Eventually, the value of the amplitude
and hence the cross-sections remain the same for single ionization of He by proton
and antiproton.

3.1. Low energy behaviour

Below 0.5 MeV the higher value of the present cross-section relative to the
experimental results may be due to the choice of the Coulomb distortion factor
which needs to be more exact in the low energy range to dampen the cross-
-section. Further, from the physical point of view at low velocities the projectile
cloud may penetrate the electron orbit of the atom to interact with the atomic
core. This results in the change in the Coulomb field of the nucleus effecting
the electron—electron correlation, and causing the ejection of an electron. This is
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Fig. 2. Cross-section (10 -16 cm2 ) for single ionization of He by proton versus projectile
energy.
Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 by antiproton.

the projectile-nucleus interaction term. Contributions from the projectile-nucleus
term, the projectile-bound-electron term (S51), and interference between these two
terms may have a significant effect on the cross-section in the energy range be-
low 0.5 MeV. In principle, due to the projectile-nucleus term, SI cross-section by
positive projectile may be different from that by the negative projectile. Hope-
fully, the above scenario explains the difference between the experimental and the
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present theoretical results below 0.5 MeV. This low energy behaviour requires a
separate calculation and will be taken up in the future. The present QED results
and experimental results of Shah and Gillbody, along with the theoretical results
of Anderson are given in the Table [1], Figs. 2 and 3.

4. Conclusions

We have given an analytical expression for single ionization of He by proton
and antiproton in a QED technique using the Feynman diagram. In the high-energy
collision since the interaction time is much smaller than the orbital rotation time
the electron cloud round the nucleus behaves as free electron cloud relative to the
projectile. The presence of nucleus is felt through the bound wave function of the
electron. Thus a second-order Feynman diagram is the nearest approach to the
phenomena of single ionization in the high-energy limit. In the high-energy region,
the projectile current at the vertex r in the second-order Feynman diagram (Fig. 1)
has a factor Z (projectile charge). Hence, the cross-section which contains Z 2 ,

becomes independent of signs of the projectile charge. However, in the low-energy
region we need to consider the projectile-nucleus interaction diagram along with
the more exact Coulomb distortion effect for calculating the cross-section. This
may further cause a change in the cross-section by positive and negative projectile
in the low-energy limit. In conclusion we like to say that the present field theoretic
result agrees in principle with the existing experimental results and theoretical
predictions in the high-energy limit.

Appendix

Taking U(p) and αP as the Dirac spinor and the annihilation operator, re-
spectively, for the charged projectile, corresponding four-current at r in Fig. 1 is

M is the projectile mass and, E(= p0) and ERp (= po) are the relativistic energies
of the particles with suffixed momenta.

Cp1andu(p1)are the annihilation operator and the Dirac spinor, respec-
tively for an electron with momentum p1(p10, pi). The Dirac spinor for a bound
electron [2] is

where n = ri/│r1│, α = 1/137, Ę = target nuclear charge, and U(bi ) is the Dirac
spinor for a free electron with the momentum bi. The four-current at ri with the
initial bound-electron line and the final free electron line (Fig. 1) is
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where ERp1 = p10. The virtual photon propagator between the projectile and one
of the target electrons (Fig. 1) is

The wave function of He(1s2 ) [19] is

Taking the Coulomb distortion factor as

and

After integration over r, q, and R0, M I becomes

The vacuum expectation value G is given by

The spinor parts T3, T4, and D's are given by
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The overlap integral

and

On transforming the variable r 1 into x with the help of (6), the overlap integral I
in (A10) becomes

Substituting (A5) and (A7) in (Al2) we have

and we get for the cross-section

where
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